Skyline fault observed regularly: Occasionally missing integration limits for peaks at random. Report generated contains N/A
values for integration. Integration limits cannot be adjusted, because the are missing for some peaks in the first place. Most
transitions are shown correctly and even if integration limits are not the way they might be ideally, they can be adjusted
and the report contains useful values for those.
•
•
•
•
•

Molecule interface
DIA
Transition list with > 100 entries
Transitions are defined by Explicit Retention Time
Transition list is correct – automatically generated by my own code, no systematic errors

Variation of Explicit Retention Time has in some cases resolved issue, but not always. Some peaks / transitions remain
without integration limits. Zooming in, reintegrating, re loading transition list and data does not help. Issue occurs both
when loading transition lists manually and via windows batch files using Skyline runner.
The following 3 slides shows an example file with three transitions (for simplicity). The two first shown have integration
limits (all OK), the third one doesn’t!
How can Skyline be forced to display integration limits so that these can be manually adjusted
and a report with actual values for each transition can be generated?
Thanks heaps for any help !!!

Why are there no
integration
borders?
Technically I don’t
care why, but a
way to make sure
this cannot occur
in general or a
way to insert
integration limits
or restore them
would be great!

The problem also is that no integration results (problematic fields highlighted) can be found in the report for this species…
The entries for the other species is fine and usable.

The problem shown here is a general one, it occurs multiple times in a file with a few hundred transitions (or on more occasions
in a file with more transitions.
It has also occurred with many different datasets and respectively different transition lists.
Please help, if you can
Kind regards,
Philipp
(Dr. Jan Philipp Menzel, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia; j.p.menzel@gmail.com or j3.menzel@qut.edu.au)

